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 A new scalar-tensor realization of Horˇava-Lifshitz gravity
Javier Chagoya, Gianmassimo Tasinato
Department of Physics, Swansea University, Swansea, SA2 8PP, U.K.
Abstract
We discuss a new covariant scalar-tensor system aimed to realise Horˇava proposal for a power-
counting renormalizable theory of gravity, with the special feature of not propagating scalar
degrees of freedom in an appropriate gauge. The theory is characterized by a new symmetry
acting on the metric, that can protect the particular form of its interactions. The set-up spon-
taneously breaks Lorentz symmetry by means of a time-like scalar field profile. By selecting
a unitary gauge for the scalar, we show that this theory describes the dynamics of a spin two
degree of freedom, whose equations of motion contain two time derivatives and up to six spatial
derivatives. We analytically determine asymptotically flat, spherically symmetric configurations,
showing that there exists a branch of solutions physically equivalent to spherically symmetric
configurations in General Relativity, also in the presence of matter fields.
1 Introduction
Understanding the ultraviolet behaviour of Einstein gravity and its possible unitary completion at
the Planck scale is one of the deepest open problems in high energy physics. Stelle [1] pointed out
that adding specific covariant combinations of the Riemann tensor to the Einstein-Hilbert action
makes gravity renormalizable, at the price of introducing an Ostrogradsky ghost mode associated
with higher order time derivatives in the field equations. Horˇava proposed to eliminate the ghost by
renouncing to Lorentz invariance, assigning a special role to the time coordinate, and considering
combinations of operators with up to six spatial derivatives of the metric, so to obtain a power
counting renormalizable theory of gravity. Starting from the explicit original constructions [2, 3],
called Horˇava-Lifshitz gravity, a large number of studies have explored this proposal in detail. Both
the projectable and non-projectable versions of the theory suffer from strong coupling problems
and instabilities linked with the dynamics of a scalar mode associated with the breaking of Lorentz
invariance [4–6]. The healthy extension of the original theory [7] is free from such instabilities
and belongs to a class of scenarios called khronometric theories [8, 9]. Its spectrum – besides the
healthy scalar – includes instantaneous interactions which make subtle the study of its physical
consequences and the proof of renormalizability beyond power counting [10]. The scalar mode
can be removed completely [11] by enriching the theory with auxiliary fields with an associated
U(1) symmetry, so to make such scalar a pure gauge mode. For the case of projectable Horˇava-
Lifshitz gravity, issues raised again this possibility (see e.g. [12, 13]), can be solved renouncing to
the projectable condition: see e.g. [14]. There are many excellent reviews on all these topics, see
e.g. [15–17].
In this work we build a covariant action for a new scalar-tensor theory aimed to provide a
realisation of Horˇava proposal, with the specific property that it does not propagate scalar excita-
tions around configurations where the scalar profile satisfies a unitary gauge condition. The theory
propagates a single massless spin two tensor mode, that at low energies has the same dynamics
as in GR, while at higher energies is characterised by modified dispersion relations as in Horˇava
scenario. The absence of scalar excitations is a welcome feature both from a theoretical and a
phenomenological viewpoint, since it automatically avoids strong coupling and instability issues
in the scalar sector, as well as constraints associated with possible gravitational and cosmological
effects of so-far-unobserved light scalar modes.
A covariant version of Horˇava-Lifshitz gravity is usually constructed by applying a Stu¨ckelberg
trick to the non-covariant version of Horˇava theory: this approach makes manifest the dynamics of
the scalar excitation associated with the breaking of general covariance. We take a different route,
building our system directly in a covariant way by applying techniques that are currently being
developed to investigate scalar-tensor theories, in particular the properties of disformal transfor-
mations [18]. It is well known that a combination of disformal and conformal transformations (see
e.g. [19–22]) can be used to build classes of scalar-tensor theories characterized by higher order
equations of motion, but that nevertheless do not propagate Ostrogradsky ghosts thanks to the
presence of constraint conditions. Such examples belong to the class of covariant, degenerate higher
order scalar-tensor theories [23–27] which propagate at most three degrees of freedom despite having
equations of motion containing more than two time derivatives.
Here we show that a suitable limit of a disformal transformation acting on a purely gravitational
set-up leads to a scalar-tensor system which spontaneously breaks Lorentz symmetry, selecting a
time-like scalar profile. The scalar-tensor interactions are invariant under a new symmetry acting on
the metric. By selecting a special foliation for the space-time – which corresponds to a unitary gauge
for the scalar field, and is motivated by our pattern of spontaneous Lorentz symmetry breaking – we
determine a set-up that does not propagate scalar degrees of freedom, but only a massless spin two
tensor mode, whose equations of motion contain two time and at most six spatial derivatives. Our
system can be seen as a generalization of the cuscuton [28] and cuscuta-Galileon [29, 30] theories.
The available parameters can be chosen such to reproduce GR results for the low energy, linearised
propagation of tensor modes, while the tensor dispersion relations are modified at high energies,
potentially realising Horˇava proposal of a power counting renormalizable theory of gravity. Our
system allows also to analytically study spherically symmetric configurations: we show that there
are two branches of asymptotically flat solutions, one of which coincides with GR configurations,
the other predicts subleading modifications to GR results at large distances from a source.
Our presentation proceeds as follows. In Section 2 we explain how we construct a theory
with the aforementioned properties. In Section 3 we prove that the theory only propagates tensor
modes in a unitary gauge for the scalar, whose equations of motion are characterised by higher
spatial derivatives. In Section 4 we discuss phenomenological consequences of modified dispersion
relations for linearised tensor perturbations, and the properties of spherically symmetric solutions.
We conclude in Section 5.
2
2 The construction of the theory
We develop a method for building covariant scalar-tensor couplings that spontaneously break
Lorentz invariance, and whose properties prevent the propagation of scalar degrees of freedom
in a unitary gauge. The resulting theory propagates a single dynamical spin two mode, whose
dispersion relations are modified at high energies with respect to Einstein gravity.
We start with an action Sgr which is a combination of covariant Lagrangian densities involving
only the metric tensor and its derivatives
Sgr =
M2Pl
2
∫
d4x 
√−g [LR(1) + LR(2) + LR(3) ] , (1)
with  a constant dimensionless parameter (that eventually will be sent to zero) and
LR(1) = g1R , (2)
M2Pl LR(2) = g2R2 + g3RµνRµν , (3)
M4Pl LR(3) = g4R3 + g5RRµνRµν + g6RµρRρσR µσ + g7RR+ g8 (∇µRνσ)2 , (4)
and gi are constants
1. Up to total derivatives, these are the most general parity preserving
covariant combinations of Ricci curvature with up to six derivatives acting on the metric 2. We
apply a specific disformal transformation to the action Sgr of eq (1), defined in terms of a scalar
field φ and the parameter  as
gµν → gµν − 1
2 Λ4
∂µφ∂νφ , (5)
with inverse
gµν → gµν + 1
2 Λ4 +X
∂µφ∂νφ , (6)
where
X = −∂µφ∂µφ (7)
and Λ is a mass scale that from now on we set to one: Λ = 1. We are interested in the ‘singular’ limit
of small (eventually vanishing) parameter : such limit leads to a theory with especially interesting
properties, at least in a unitary gauge for the scalar. 3
The small  limit of the disformal transformation, which we indicate with the symbol ⇒, when
applied to the building blocks of the previous action gives
gµν ⇒ gµνdis = gµν +
1
X
∂µφ∂νφ , (8)
√−g ⇒ √−gdis = 1

√
X
√−g , (9)
R ⇒ Rdis =
2
〈
Φ2
〉
X2
+
[
Φ2
]
X
+R− 2〈Φ〉([Φ])
X2
− [Φ]
2
X
+
2Rµν∂µφ∂νφ
X
, (10)
1If we were including also a cosmological constant term, we would find that its disformal version would correspond
to a cuscuton theory [28], see [29].
2This set of Lagrangians was also considered in [31] to construct superrenormalizable models of quantum gravity,
without considering disformal transformations.
3 This limit can have an interesting geometrical interpretation, first pointed out in [29], in terms of an ultra-
relativistic limit of a DBI-Galileon set-up. We will not develop this viewpoint further in this work.
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Rµν ⇒ Rdisµν = Rµν +
∂αφΦαµΦβν∂
βφ
X2
+
Rµανβ∂
αφ∂βφ
X
+
ΦαµΦ
α
ν
X
− Φµν〈Φ〉
X2
− Φµν [Φ]
X
,
(11)
where Φ is a matrix with components ∇µ∇νφ, and
[Φn] = tr(Φn) , (12)
〈Φn〉 = ∂φ · Φn · ∂φ . (13)
In expressions (8)-(11) we only write the contributions that are leading in a small  expansion,
neglecting the higher order terms. The structure of the disformed action, which we call S˜φ, can
be obtained by combining the results above: it is sufficient to substitute the disformed expressions
for the inverse metric, the Ricci tensor, etc. contained in eqs (8)-(11) into the initial Lagrangians
(2)-(4). The resulting disformed system, in the zero  limit, is described by the scalar-tensor action
S˜φ as
S˜φ =
M2Pl
2
∫
d4x
√−g
[
L˜R(1) + L˜R(2) + L˜R(3)
]
(14)
≡ M
2
Pl
2
∫
d4xLφ . (15)
Notice that the factor of  in eq (1) gets compensated by inverse powers of  in the disformed
quantities – and terms with positive powers of  vanish in the small  limit. The expression for
L˜R(1) is relatively simple, but non-analytic since it contains a
√
X, and reads
L˜R(1) = g1
√
X
[
R+
[Φ]2
X
− [Φ
2]
X
]
. (16)
The covariant expressions for the L˜R(2, 3) are more complex, but – as explained above – can be
straightforwardly obtained by combining the disformed building blocks of eqs (8)-(11). As an
example, in Appendix A we express the disformed Lagrangian L˜R(2) . Its covariant expression,
and the one of L˜R(3) , is again non-analytic. Their structure makes them covariantized relatives of
cuscuton and cuscuta-Galileon theories [28–30], which are known as not propagating scalar modes
around a special foliation [32,33].
The resulting theory has the following properties, which we will use in what follows:
• Symmetries: Since the original theory, eq (1), is built only in terms of the metric, any trans-
formation that leaves invariant the combination built in (5), corresponding to the disformed
metric, will be a symmetry of the final theory S˜φ. One of such transformations is
φ → φ+ 2χ , (17)
gµν → gµν + ∂µχ∂νφ+ ∂µφ∂νχ+ 2∂µχ∂νχ , (18)
for an arbitrary scalar χ. In the limit → 0 we are considering, it reduces to a transformation
that involves the metric only
gµν → gµν + ∂µχ∂νφ+ ∂µφ∂νχ . (19)
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Consequently, the transformation (19) is a symmetry for the disformed action S˜φ: it is valid
for any arbitrary scalar function χ. A posteriori, this symmetry can motivate, and possibly
protect, the specific structure of our scalar-tensor interactions that form S˜φ in eq (14). We
shall discuss in Section 3 its consequences for characterising the number of propagating degrees
of freedom 4.
• Preferred foliation of space-time: Given the non-analytic structure of our theory – due
to the presence of square roots and inverse powers of X, see eqs (8) – the scalar necessarily
acquires a time-like profile 5: ∇µφ∇µφ < 0. This implies that Lorentz invariance is sponta-
neously broken around any configuration solving the equations of motion. Given that Lorentz
symmetry is broken, it is natural to select a preferred foliation for space-time corresponding to
a unitary gauge for the scalar field, where constant time hypersurfaces coincide with constant
scalar hypersurfaces. Such preferred foliation is special since around it a reduced number of
degrees of freedom propagate, as we shall prove later.
• Constraint equation: Besides symmetry (19), it is straightforward to explicitly check that
the ‘energy-momentum tensor’ for this set-up, which we define as (Lφ given in (14))
Tµν = − 2√−g
δLφ
δgµν
, (20)
automatically satisfies the relation
Tµν ∂
νφ = 0 (21)
as a constraint, independently of the equations of motion: in a sense it is an analogue of
the Bianchi identity satisfied by the Einstein tensor in General Relativity. We will make use
of the covariant condition (21) when studying the time evolution of the ADM constraints in
Section 3.2.
The action S˜φ has a peculiar feature: it does not propagate tensor nor scalar degrees of freedom,
at least in a unitary gauge where the scalar field φ depends only on time. This statement appears
at first sight surprising: the resulting action contains kinetically mixed scalar and tensor degrees
of freedom, and moreover manifestly leads to equations of motion of order higher than two – hence
potentially propagating Ostrogradsky ghosts.
We shall develop a proof of this statement in Section 3: here we provide some initial heuristic
arguments in its favour, and discuss some of its consequences in view of a possible realisation of
Horˇava idea of a power-counting renormalizable theory of gravity. The fact that a theory described
by action S˜φ does not propagate scalar modes, despite manifestly containing a scalar field φ, can be
understood from the fact that the theory is built from a disformal transformation of a theory Sgr
constructed only in terms of the metric tensor: the final action S˜φ has the gauge symmetry (19) that
we can use to ‘gauge away’ a propagating degree of freedom (analogously to the Maxwell action for
electromagnetism, where the U(1) symmetry prevents the propagation of the photon longitudinal
4This symmetry was noticed and used in related contexts in [29, 34, 35]: it can be considered as a relative of the
symmetries of DBI-Galileon system [36], see also [29] for more details.
5The scalar would select a space-like profile if we were writing the square root argument
√−X instead of √X (see
also [29]).
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mode, making it a pure gauge). The property that S˜φ does not propagate tensors either, selecting a
unitary gauge for the scalar profile φ = φ(t) is due to the fact that tensor fluctuations around any
given background do not contain any time derivatives, but only spatial derivatives. This feature was
noticed in [22, 27, 39] for the particular case of L˜R(1) , which is a special case of quartic Horndeski.
But the same property holds also for L˜R(2, 3) : in unitary gauge, the action for the tensor mode
contains spatial derivatives only, that are not sufficient for making it a propagating mode.
Since S˜φ does not propagate any degree of freedom in unitary gauge, it might appear of little
interest. However, we can add S˜φ to the Einstein-Hilbert action, and write a complete system
ST = SEH + S˜φ (22)
=
M2Pl
2
∫ √−g R+ S˜φ . (23)
The Einstein-Hilbert part provides a standard kinetic term for the tensor mode – but the additional
contribution of S˜φ includes higher spatial derivatives to the action, and modify the tensor dispersion
relations. The covariant scalar-tensor theory ST , once a unitary gauge φ = φ(t) is selected, contains
spatial derivatives up to sixth order acting on the metric, and up to two time derivatives. Hence in
a high energy regime – where the effects of the higher derivatives in L˜R(3) become more and more
relevant – the theory becomes power counting renormalizable, providing a specific realization of
Horˇava proposal [3] 6. Interestingly, the presence of the Einstein-Hilbert term breaks the symmetry
(19), but still the scalar-tensor system described by ST does not propagate scalar excitations in the
unitary gauge φ(t).
Since some of the contributions to our action are obtained from a singular limit of a disformal
transformation, our scenario might be related with the proposal of mimetic gravity [37]. A complete
clarification of possible connections with this theory go beyond the scope of this paper: on the other
hand, we point out that our final action for gravity is the sum of the disformed action S˜φ and the
standard Einstein-Hilbert term, see eq (22), which is not obtained from a disformal transformation.
Instead, an alternative realisation of a covariant renormalizable theory of gravity which is more
directly connected with mimetic gravity can be found in [38].
3 The propagating degrees of freedom
We now investigate the dynamics of propagating degrees of freedom for the action (22). We first
study the theory in flat space, and show explicitly that a residual symmetry remains that, in
combination with diffeomorphisms, prevents the propagation of scalar modes. We then make use of
a covariant ADM formulation of the system to show that, when a unitary gauge is selected for the
scalar field, the theory does not propagate scalars around any background, and the corresponding
equations of motion act with higher spatial derivatives only on the tensor sector.
6See also [40] for a connection between non-analytic scalar-tensor theories based on a cuscuton action and a low
energy limit of Horˇava-Lifshitz gravity.
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3.1 A residual symmetry in flat space-time removes the scalar excitation
As mentioned in Section 2, the Einstein-Hilbert contribution to action (22) breaks the symmetry
(19) obeyed by S˜φ: nevertheless a residual symmetry remains around flat space, preventing the
propagation of scalar modes. We show this fact explicitly in this Section, discussing an interesting
interplay between the symmetry (19) and diffeomorphism invariance of the system.
Computing the field equations for the metric and scalar field associated with action (22), one
finds they are satisfied for a flat space and for a time-like field profile
φ¯ = cµx
µ , (24)
for constant cµ satisfying cµ cν η
µν < 0. We can study the dynamics of fluctuations around a
background metric and scalar
gµν = ηµν + hµν , (25)
φ = φ¯+ δφ . (26)
We now exploit symmetry arguments to demonstrate that, around flat space, δφ is not dynamical
since it is pure gauge. The quadratic action for fluctuations associated with the total action ST of
eq (22) is made of two contributions. The Einstein-Hilbert part SEH is invariant under infinitesimal
diffeomorphisms:
hµν → hµν + ∂µξν + ∂νξµ , (27)
for arbitrary functions ξµ. For what respect S˜φ, we notice that the scalar field profile (24) spon-
taneously breaks the diffeomorphism symmetry: under infinitesimal diffeos, the scalar fluctuation
transforms non-linearly as
δφ→ δφ+ ∂µφ¯ ξµ . (28)
On the other hand, we know that S˜φ is invariant under the transformation (19):
hµν → hµν + ∂µφ¯ ∂νχ+ ∂µχ∂ν φ¯ , (29)
for an arbitrary scalar function χ. This symmetry can be used to ‘compensate’ the spontaneous
breaking of diffeomorphism by the scalar profile of eq (28). Indeed, exploiting the transformation
(28), we can select a special unitary gauge choice (selecting appropriately a profile for ξµ) to set to
zero the scalar fluctuations, transferring the scalar dof into the metric sector:
ξ¯µ =
∂µφ¯
X¯
δφ , (30)
with
X¯ = −∂ρφ¯∂ρφ¯ . (31)
Making this choice of diffeomorphism parameter, we learn that under diffeomorphisms the field
fluctuations transform as
δφ → 0 , (32)
hµν → hµν + ∂µξ¯ν + ∂ν ξ¯µ = hµν + 1
X¯
∂µφ¯ ∂νδφ+
1
X¯
∂ν φ¯ ∂µδφ , (33)
7
where we used the field profile of eq (24). Such specific choice of diffeomorphism parameter ξµ does
not affect the counting of degrees of freedom in the Einstein-Hilbert action (which is invariant under
diffeos) but it can affect S˜φ, where diffeos are spontaneously broken. But we can now use symmetry
(29) to compensate the contributions to the metric in eq (33), by applying transformation (29) to
eq (33) and choosing
χ = −δφ
X¯
, (34)
so to make hµν invariant under a combination of diffeo and scalar transformations, as desired.
Hence, using the symmetries available around flat space we learn that scalar fluctuations are
pure gauge and do not propagate: diffeomorphisms and the scalar symmetry (19) combine together
to eliminate scalar fluctuations, even in the presence of a non-vanishing background scalar profile.
In the next Section, we show with a more general method that the same remains true around curved
space-time, at least when selecting a unitary gauge for the scalar field.
3.2 Counting the degrees of freedom in curved space-time in unitary gauge
We now consider the curved space-time case, where the equations of motion for the metric in our
theory (22) read
Gµν =
1
M2Pl
Tµν , (35)
with Gµν the Einstein tensor, and Tµν the energy momentum tensor associated with S˜φ, as defined
in eq (20).
As explained above, the non-analytic structure of our action spontaneously breaks Lorentz sym-
metry by selecting a time-like profile for the scalar field. The broken Lorentz symmetry motivates
the choice of a special foliation for space-time, which we fix in terms of a unitary gauge where the
constant time hypersurfaces correspond to constant scalar hypersurfaces. The covariant constraint
(21), together with the equations of motion (35), lead to the relation
∇µφ (M2PlGµν − Tµν) = 0 . (36)
The fact that the constraint (21) holds identically – independently of the equations of motion –
allows us to conclude that, in the unitary gauge, the relation above is equivalent to a contracted
generalised Bianchi identity, ensuring that the Einstein tensor is preserved over time evolution
normal to constant time hypersurfaces.
The unitary gauge for the scalar implies that φ depends only on time: without loss of generality
we can assume the scalar Ansatz
φ = φ0 t (37)
for a constant φ0.
To identify the number of propagating degrees of freedom, it is convenient to implement the
covariant ADM description used in [41]. The metric and its inverse are
gµν =
(
−N2 + γijN iN j γijN j
γijN
i γij
)
, gµν =
1
N2
(
−1 N i
N j N2γij −N iN j
)
, (38)
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where N and N i are the lapse and shift functions, and γij is the 3d spatial metric. The unit normal
to spatial hypersurfaces is
nµ = N−1(1,−N i) . (39)
Following [41], we introduce the quantities Aµ = ∂µφ, and
A∗ ≡ Aµnµ = N−1(A0 −N iAi) . (40)
We now express our action in terms of these quantities in the unitary gauge (37). A straightforward
calculation gives
∇0A0 = NA˙∗ −A∗N iN jKij +NNkDkA∗ ,
∇iA0 = −A∗N jKij +NDiA∗ ,
∇iAj = −A∗Kij ,
R = Rˆ+KijK
ij +K2 − 2N−1(∂0K − LN iK +DiDiN) ,
Rij = Rˆij +KKij − 2KikKkj −N−1(∂0Kij − LN iKij +DiDjN) . (41)
In these expressions we indicate with Rˆ = (3)R the Ricci scalar (and with Rˆij the Ricci tensor)
calculated with the 3d spatial metric γij , while D is the covariant derivative compatible with γ and
Kij is the extrinsic curvature of spatial hypersurfaces:
Kij =
1
2N
(∂0γij −DiNj −DjNi) . (42)
We make use of these results in the definition of the disformed action S˜φ of eq (14). We find that
the disformed Lagrangians in the limit → 0 simplify enormously and can be expressed as
√−g L˜R(1) =g1 φ0
√
γ Rˆ , (43)
M2Pl
√−g L˜R(2) =φ0
√
γ
(
g2 Rˆ
2 + g3 RˆijRˆ
ij
)
, (44)
M4Pl
√−g L˜R(3) =φ0
√
γ
[
g4 Rˆ
3 + g5 Rˆ Rˆij Rˆ
ij + g6 Rˆ
i
j Rˆ
j
m Rˆ
m
i + g7 Rˆ∇2 Rˆ+ g8
(
∇iRˆjk
)2]
,
(45)
where Latin indexes indicate spatial components. The previous expressions then combine into S˜φ as
in eq (14), decomposed in 3+1 formalism in a unitary gauge for the scalar. Notice that, importantly,
they contain only spatial derivatives of the three dimensional metric, while do not contain any time
derivative in this gauge. Their structure resembles the potential for the projectable version of
Horˇava-Lifshitz gravity, but they do not contain the lapse function N nor the shift Ni in unitary
gauge (37), thanks to the presence of the overall square roots
√
X =
√
−φ20 g00 = φ0N−1 in
front of the Lagrangian densities. The action S˜φ can then be linearly added to the standard ADM
decomposition of the Einstein-Hilbert action SEH .
The ADM constraint equations for the lapse and shift functions (N and Ni) are not modified
with respect to GR, since the S˜φ contributions do not contain these quantities. This implies that
these constraints still impose conditions preventing the propagation of would be degrees of freedom.
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In GR, these constraints are preserved in time by virtue of the Bianchi identity, that in our scenario
is substituted by the covariant constraint (36). A full Hamiltonian analysis of constraints in our
theory is rather technical, and we relegate its discussion to Appendix B, at least for a special case
of our system. There we show that the requirements of preserving constraints under time evolution
add constraint conditions which prevent the propagation of the scalar degree of freedom.
The equations of motion for the metric components γij only contain up to two time derivatives
from the Einstein-Hilbert action, and up to six space derivatives from action S˜φ: the system only
propagates two transverse traceless tensor degrees of freedom in a unitary gauge, with modified
dispersion relations.
These results are all obtained in the special foliation corresponding to a unitary gauge for the
scalar, well motivated by our symmetry breaking pattern leading to a time like scalar field, and
where calculations are much simpler and the results straightforward to obtain. We will briefly
comment in the next Section on the possible behaviour of the system outside such gauge.
3.3 On the geometrical interpretation of the disformal metric
In the limit  → 0, the disformed metric gµνdis of eq. (8) effectively becomes a spatial metric when
evaluated in a unitary gauge. Indeed, if φ = φ0t for a constant φ0, it is straightforward to verify
that g00dis = 0, g
0i
dis = 0, and g
ij
dis = g
ij − (g00)−1g0ig0j , so that only the spatial part of the disformal
metric is non-vanishing. Furthermore, if g is written in ADM form by using eq. (38), we can verify
that gijdis = γ
ij . The disformal metric gµνdis can thus be seen as a projector onto the spatial slices of
the ADM metric. With this result at hand, it is easy to understand why contractions of tensors
such as gµνdisR
dis
µν select only the spatial part of the relevant tensor, as shown in equations (43)-(45).
The geometric structure described above is similar to what is used in the formulation of Newton-
Cartan theory (see, e.g. [43]), a geometric reformulation of Newtonian gravity based on a contravari-
ant symmetric tensor field, say hµνNC with signature (0,+,+,+), and a covariant symmetric tensor
field τNCµν with signature (−, 0, 0, 0) that can be written as τNCµν = tµtν for a covariant vector field
tµ. In addition there is a connection that defines a covariant derivative compatible with both h
µν
NC
and tµ, and the theory is written in a covariant way in terms of tensors constructed out of this
connection. In our case, the role of hµνNC is played by g
µν
dis (8), and a natural candidate to be used in
the definition of tµ is ∂µφ. On the other hand, in our framework these geometric structures are not
the fundamental objects of our theory, but quantities derived from the properties of our disformal
transformations. In a sense, our approach could be seen as a way to obtain a Newton-Cartan theory
starting from a covariant gravity system through disformal relations.
4 Phenomenological properties
4.1 Higher spatial derivatives and modified tensor dispersion relations
Theories of gravity that break Lorentz symmetry, as khronometric [8], Einstein-Aether [44], Horˇava-
Lifshitz theories need to satisfy strict theoretical and phenomenological constraints, see for ex-
ample [45, 46] and the recent work [47], especially focussed on Horˇava-Lifshitz gravity after the
GW170817 event. An advantage of our set-up is that, in a unitary gauge for the background scalar
field, only tensor modes propagate, with no scalar fluctuations: this fact automatically avoids
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various unitarity and stability conditions, and helps to satisfy phenomenological constraints from
cosmology, astrophysics, and solar system deviations from GR. In this gauge, the structure of the
resulting theory – see eqs (43)-(45) – is very similar to the projectable version of Horˇava-Lifshitz
gravity. At low energies, the higher spatial derivative contributions associated with (44), (45) are
suppressed, and the only deviations from GR are controlled by the contribution (43) (more on this
later). At higher energies the contributions of the six spatial derivative Lagrangian (45) becomes
more and more important: it is natural to impose the Lifshitz scaling z = 3, making gravity power
counting renormalizable [3]. The projectable version of Horˇava-Lifshitz gravity has been shown
to be renormalizable even beyond power counting [10], but it is affected by instabilities or strong
coupling effects associated with the scalar excitation. Since the latter is absent in our scenario
in a unitary gauge for the scalar, it would be interesting to investigate more in detail the full
renormalizability properties of our set-up.
Outside a unitary gauge, the equations of motion acquire higher order time derivatives, which
might indicate that additional degrees propagate, also leading to instabilities: hence the theory
seems to be well behaved only in the special frame associated with the time-dependent field profile
(37). On the other hand, the recent work [49], using also arguments developed in [4], gives some
initial evidence that instantaneous modes that appear to propagate outside the unitary gauge –
called shadowy modes – can be made non-dynamical by choosing appropriate, physically motivated
boundary conditions 7. A full understanding of this subject is left for future work.
We now briefly analyse the dynamics of linearised tensor fluctuations around flat space. They
are defined from the expression
ds2 = −dt2 + [δij + γij(t, ~x)] dxidxj , (46)
and are described by a quadratic action for tensor modes which is the same as in the projectable
version of Horˇava-Lifshitz theory:
S
(2)
tens =
M2Pl
4
∫
dtd3x
[
γ˙2ij − (∂mγij)2 − g1 (∂mγij)2 +
g3
2
(∂m∂nγij)
2 +
g8
2
(∂m∂n∂kγij)
2
]
. (47)
This action receives corrections with respect to GR, due to contributions containing up to
six spatial derivatives acting on the tensor fluctuations, satisfying Horˇava conditions for a power
counting renormalizable theory of gravity. The GW170817 event severely constrains the parameter
|g1| ≤ 10−15: from now, we set g1 = 0, and the bounds discussed in [47] are avoided. The remaining
parameters g3, g8 in eq (47) can be constrained by absence of observed gravitational Cherenkov
radiation [46, 48], if they contribute in such a way to make the speed of gravity smaller than the
speed of light for certain modes with high momenta: their bounds are presently not very significant.
4.2 Spherically symmetric solutions
The study of spherically symmetric solutions in Lorentz violating theories has many interesting and
subtle implications, associated with the possibility to move faster than light and probe regions of
7See also [52] for a proposal to eliminate the would-be ghost in conformal gravity by selecting appropriate boundary
conditions for the fields.
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space-time beyond black hole horizons. Many studies of black holes in theories related with Horˇava
gravity exist, see e.g. [9, 50] and the review [51].
For our system, the study of spherically symmetric solutions is amenable of analytical treatment.
Interestingly, scalar-tensor systems containing non-analytic functions of X, as square roots, have
been considered in the past for the study of spherically symmetric configurations in Horndeski
theories, for the possibility of evading no-go theorems for the existence of black hole solutions. See
e.g. the papers [53–55] and the review [56] for an extended discussion. Our system fits well with
the class of theories where spherically symmetric configurations can be easily studied.
We consider the following spherically symmetric Ansatz for the metric and for the scalar in
unitary gauge 8
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + h(r)−1dr2 + 2k(r)dtdr + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θ) , (48)
φ = φ0 t . (49)
For simplicity, we focus on the case g1 = g7 = g8 = 0, and we set the Planck mass MPl = 1.
The equation of motion for the metric component k(r) reduces to an algebraic equation,
k
(
f − fh−1 − k2 + rf ′) = 0 . (50)
This condition bifurcates the solutions in two disconnected branches,
First branch: k2 = f − fh−1 + rf ′ , (51)
Second branch: k = 0 . (52)
We discuss in turn some features of each branch.
• First Branch: In the first branch the equations of motion lead to the following solution
h(r) = 1 ,
f(r) = 1− 2M
r
, (53)
k(r) =
√
2M
r
,
that does not depend on any of the parameters gi controlling the action. The physical properties
of this configuration are identical to the ones of a Schwarzschild black hole written in Painleve-
Gullstrand coordinates 9, making this solution a stealth configuration.
Indeed, in GR a metric with components (53) can be easily recasted in the form of Schwarzschild
black hole by a change of coordinates dt→ dt+ k(r) dr/f(r), which removes the cross component
of the metric. This implies that the metric (53) has the same physical features of the Schwarzschild
solution in GR, expressed in a particular coordinate system.
More is actually true for this branch of configurations. Even in presence of matter, as long
as there is no direct coupling between the scalar and matter fields described by an action Sm,
8We verified that this Ansatz is sufficiently general and does not over-determine the metric: any more general
Ansatz for the fields does not lead to new independent equations of motion.
9See [57, 58] for a discussion of the use of these coordinates in the context of the projectable version of Horˇava-
Lifshitz gravity.
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Figure 1: gtt component of the metric in the second branch of solutions, eq. (55), for g1 = 0, g3 =
−2, g5 = 1,M = 1. The black solid line shows the Schwarzschild solution. Although all the solutions
are asymptotically flat, large deviations from Schwarzschild can exist near the horizon. The points
where gtt = 0 correspond to divergences of the Ricci scalar.
the spherically symmetric solutions for the complete scalar-tensor system plus matter, described
by the action ST + Sm are identically to the ones of GR plus matter fields, whose equations of
motion are associated with the action SEH +Sm. We prove this fact in Appendix C. This property
implies that, within this branch, the physical properties of spherically symmetric solutions are the
same as GR configurations, including solutions describing gravitationally bound compact objects,
as spherically symmetric stars, etc. Differences between GR and our theory probably arise when
one considers departures from spherical symmetry, and studies for example axially symmetric and
rotating configurations.
• Second Branch: The second branch of solutions corresponds to the choice k(r) = 0 in equation
(50). In this case, the metric is automatically diagonal. Also in this situation an analytic, asymp-
totically flat solution exists, given by (recall that we are choosing for simplicity g1 = g7 = g8 = 0)
h(r) =1− 2M
r
, (54)
f(r) =
[√
1− 2M
r
− g3φ0M
2(M + r) + 2r2(M − r +√r(r − 2M))
10M2r3
+ g5φ0
6M2
r6
+g6φ0
1050M6 + 7M5r + 5M4r2 + 4M2r3(r +M) + 8r5(M − r +√r(r − 2M))
154M4r6
]2
, (55)
where an integration constant has been used in order to ensure asymptotic flatness: f → 1 as
r →∞. For large r, f(r) behaves as
f = 1− 2M
r
− g3 φ0M
2
4r4
+ · · · . (56)
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Thus, this solution describes asymptotic corrections to the Schwarzschild metric that start at order
1/r4 at large distances. The profile of f(r) is shown in Fig. 1 for fixed gi and varying φ0, with
values justified below. In general, conditions on the gi have to be imposed in order to keep the
geometry regular. First of all, the square roots in (55) introduce complex terms in the metric that
are also reflected in the curvature invariants. These terms are removed by the condition
−20g6φ0 + 77M2g3φ0 + 385M4 = 0 . (57)
Another condition comes from examining the Ricci scalar. Using the equations of motion, R can
be written as
R =
3M2
[
r3g3 + 15r(8g5 + 9g6)− 12M(22g5 + 25g6)
]
φ0
r9
√
f
. (58)
Thus, it generally diverges when f = 0. Analytically finding the zeros of f is complicated. Nu-
merically we find that, given a set of gi’s, the position where f = 0 can be controlled with φ0. For
φ0 > 0, this position can be pushed to r < 2M if at least one of the gi’s is negative.
An alternative argument is the following: since f is always positive, f ′ must change sign when
f = 0. Asymptotically, f ′ > 0. At r = 2M , f ′ takes the value
−3
[
271M2g3φ0 + 60g5φ0 + 1155M
4
] [
215M2g3φ0 + 48g5φ0 + 1155M
4
]
163840M9
. (59)
If f ′ > 0 at r = 2M , this suggests (although does not guarantee) that f 6= 0 for every r > 2M .
Requiring that one of the factors above is negative can be seen as a condition on φ0, and requiring
that φ0 is positive implies that at least one gi is negative. For the values of M and gi used in Fig. 1,
the first factor becomes negative when φ0 & 2.39, and the second factor becomes negative when
φ0 & 3.02. This agrees with the behaviour observed in Fig. 1.
5 Conclusions
In this work we introduced a covariant scalar-tensor theory of gravity aimed to provide a new real-
isation of Horˇava proposal for a power-counting renormalizable theory of gravity. Our construction
spontaneously breaks Lorentz symmetry through a non-vanishing scalar profile, and it has the spe-
cial feature of not propagating scalar excitations around a foliation of space-time corresponding
to a unitary gauge for the scalar field. We proved this fact using a covariant ADM method, and
we also discussed the result in terms of the symmetries of the system. The dynamical degree of
freedom in this gauge is a spin two tensor mode with modified dispersion relations: its equations
of motion contain two time and up to six spatial derivatives, potentially realising Horˇava’s idea.
Our scalar-tensor interactions are invariant under a specific symmetry acting on the metric, which
might protect their structure, and are related with cuscuton [28] and cuscuta-Galileon [29,30] theo-
ries. We analytically determined spherically symmetric solutions for our theory, showing that there
exists a branch of stealth solutions physically equivalent to General Relativity configurations, also
in the presence of matter fields.
We conclude stressing again parallelisms and differences with other frameworks. In our scenario
Lorentz symmetry is spontaneously broken, instead of explicitly broken as in the original construc-
tion of [2,3]. We start from covariant actions, whose structure (as the presence of
√
X coefficients)
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leads to a time dependent scalar profile, and spontaneous breaking of Lorentz invariance, even
around flat space. Interestingly, the structure of scalar-tensor couplings, derived from the applica-
tion of our specific choice disformal transformation, is such that scalar excitations do not propagate
in an unitary gauge for the scalar. Hence, we do not need to worry about the behaviour and possible
strong coupling issues associated with an extra mode, which require delicate treatments or extra
ingredients in the original theory (see e.g. [4, 11–14,38]).
Much work is left for the future. It would be important to study whether this system can lead
to a theory of gravity renormalizable beyond power counting: the theory shares many similarities
with the projectable version of Horˇava gravity – which is known to be renormalizable [10] – with
the advantage of being free of dangerous scalar excitations. Additional work is needed in order
to fully understand the stability of the structure of our construction, and whether the symmetry
(19) can prevent the danger that additional Lorentz-violating operators can be generated at the
quantum level. At the phenomenological level, it would be interesting to study in general terms
possible consequences of our construction for cosmology, and to include more general parity violating
interactions as well, along the lines of [62]. We hope to report soon on these issues.
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A The expression for the disformed Lagrangians
The Lagrangian density L˜R(2) is given by
L˜R(2) =g2
√
X
[
2
〈
Φ2
〉
X2
+
[
Φ2
]
X
+R− 2〈Φ〉([Φ])
X2
− [Φ]
2
X
+
2Rµν∂µφ∂µφ
X
]2
+ g3
√
X
[ [
R2
]
+
2〈R2〉
X
+Rσρ
(
2ΦµρΦσµ
X
+
2〈R〉σρ
X
− 2Φ
σρ[Φ]
X
)
+
[
Φ4
]
X2
+
〈R〉2
X2
+
4〈RνρΦσµΦρσ〉
X2
+ 〈R〉γδ
(〈R〉γδ
X2
+
2ΦσδΦγσ
X2
− 2Φ
γδ[Φ]
X2
)
− 2RγδΦ
γδ〈Φ〉
X2
− 2
[
Φ3
]
[Φ]
X2
− 4〈RνσΦ
σ
µ〉[Φ]
X2
+
2〈RσρΦσµΦρν〉
X2
+
[Φ]2
[
Φ2
]
X2
− 6
〈
Φ3
〉
[Φ]
X3
+
2〈〈R〉γδΦγµΦδν〉
X3
+ 2
[
Φ4
]
+ 〈Φ4〉
X3
+
2
〈
Φ2
〉
[Φ]2
X3
+
2
〈
Φ2
〉 〈R〉
X3
− 2〈R〉γδΦ
γδ〈Φ〉
X3
− 2
[
Φ3
] 〈Φ〉
X3
+
2
[
Φ2
]
[Φ]〈Φ〉
X3
− 2[Φ]〈R〉〈Φ〉
X3
− 2
〈
Φ2
〉 〈Φ〉
X4
− 2
〈
Φ2
〉
[Φ]〈Φ〉
X4
+
2
〈
Φ2
〉2
X4
+
[
Φ2
] 〈Φ〉2
X4
+
[Φ]2〈Φ〉2
X4
]
. (60)
Here, Φ is a matrix with components ∇µ∇νφ, and
X = −∂µφ∂µφ , (61)
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[Φn] = tr(Φn) , (62)
〈Φn〉 = ∂φ · Φn · ∂φ , (63)
〈R〉µν = ∂αφ∂βφRαµβν , (64)
and where indices are explicit, the free indices inside 〈 〉 are contracted with two first derivatives
of the scalar field.
Although the expressions for the disformal Lagrangians can be quite cumbersome, obtaining
them is not a complicated task. The idea is simple: compute the Christoffel symbols for the
disformal metric, and use these symbols to construct the geometric quantities of interest. The new
Christoffel symbols (Γdis)αµν are those of the original metric plus contributions from the scalar field.
We can use this fact to simplify the calculations and express the new geometric quantities in terms
of the old ones plus terms coming from the difference between the Christoffel symbols of gµν and
of the disformal metric. For example, the transformed Riemann tensor is [20]
(Rdis)αβµν = R
α
βµν + 2∇[µKαν]β + 2Kαγ[µKγν]β , (65)
where, for the disformal transformation (5), Kαµν = (Γdis)αµν − Γαµν takes the form
Kαµν = − ∂
αφ∇µ∂νφ
2 − ∂βφ∂βφ . (66)
With the help of symbolic computation packages such as xAct [63], it is straightforward to compute
the contractions of the Riemann tensor required to obtain the disformal Lagrangians, being careful
to transform also the covariant derivatives when necesseary, e.g. when computing the transforma-
tion of R.
B Hamiltonian analysis
In this Appendix we develop a Hamiltonian analysis of a special case of our system, showing that
it propagates only a spin-two degree of freedom in unitary gauge.
We focus on the Einstein-Hilbert action supplemented with the singular disformal transforma-
tion of the Ricci scalar, associated with Lagrangian (16). When expressed in unitary gauge and
making use of a 3+1 ADM formalism, the action reads
S(γ,N,N i) =
∫
dtL =
∫
dt d3x
√
γN
(
Rˆ+KijK
ij +K2
)
+ g1φ0
√
γRˆ (67)
where we have ignored a boundary term from the Einstein-Hilbert part of the action. The dynamics
(time derivatives) of the metric are contained only in the extrinsic curvature.
In order to write the Hamiltonian for (67), we have to compute the canonical momenta con-
jugated to γ, N , and N i. Since no time derivatives of the lapse and shift functions appear in the
action, the only non-vanishing momentum is
P˜ ij =
δL
δγ˙ij
=
√
q(Kij −Kγij) . (68)
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The time derivatives of the metric can be written in terms of the momenta, mod. the undetermined
functions N and N i. Thus the Hamiltonian reads
H =
∫
d3xN
(
−√γRˆ+ 1√
γ
(
P˜ ijP˜ij − 1
2
P˜ 2
))
− 2N iγijDkP˜ jk − g1φ0√γRˆ . (69)
The lapse and shift functions play the role of Lagrange multipliers enforcing the constraints
PN = −√γRˆ+ 1√
γ
(
P˜ ijP˜ij − 1
2
P˜ 2
)
≈ 0 , (70)
Pi = −2γijDkP˜ jk ≈ 0 , (71)
which define the constraint functions C(N) =
∫
d3xNPN and C( ~N) =
∫
d3xN iPi. Notice that
these constraints are the same as in GR.
The Poisson bracket between two real functions, say f and g, in phase space is given by
{f, g} =
∫
d3x
δf
δγij
δg
δP˜ ij
− δf
δP˜ ij
δg
δγij
(72)
It is possible to verify that the constraint functions satisfy
{C( ~N), C( ~M)} = C(LNM i) , (73)
{C( ~N), C(M)} = C(LNM) , (74)
{C(N), C(M)} = C( ~K) , (75)
where Ki = γij(N∂jM −M∂jN). This implies that the constraint functions form a first class set.
In contrast to GR, the total Hamiltonian is not only a sum of these first class constraints: it
contains additional pieces proportional to gi – in the specific case we are considering here, the last
term in eq. (69). Thus, the fact that our first class constraints are the same as in GR does not
automatically guarantee that they are preserved in time: additional constraints associated with
this requirement can prevent the propagation of scalar degrees of freedom.
An interesting, general approach for directly discussing such conditions for preventing the prop-
agation of scalar modes in unitary gauge has been developed in [64]. Their starting point is the
following general structure for an action in ADM variables, where the extrinsic curvature is replaced
by an auxiliary variable Qij by means of Lagrange multipliers:
S =
∫
dtd3xN
√
γ
[
L(t,N, γij , Rˆij , Qij) + v
ij(Qij −Kij)
]
. (76)
Our action (67) can be easily expressed as above. The canonical momenta of (76) define a set
of primary constraints, whose preservation in time defines a set of secondary constraints. The
preservation in time of the secondary constraints leads to a linear system of equations that can
usually be solved in terms of the Lagrange multipliers that enforce the primary constraints in the
total Hamiltonian. However, if this is not possible due to degeneracy of the system, one then needs
to impose further tertiary constraints, which reduce the number of propagating degrees of freedom.
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In the case of an action of the form eq. (76), such degeneracy condition reads (see [64] for full
details):
∆ ≡ (NL)NN −NLijQN (L−1QQ)ij,klLklQN = 0 , (77)
where suffixes as LN etc mean derivatives of the Lagrangian along the fields in the index. It
is straightforward to show that our Lagrangian satisfies this condition. Indeed, in our case the
combination NL is composed of two parts, one that depends linearly in N , and another one that
does not depend on N , so that LNN = 0. We are then left to show that the second term in ∆
vanishes: the additional terms in our Lagrangian do not depend on the extrinsic curvature and
therefore do not depend either on the auxiliary variably Q, on the other hand, the GR part does
not depend on N , thus LNQ = 0. In conclusion, the action (67) leads to the degeneracy condition
∆ = 0, which implies the existence of a tertiary constraints forbidding the propagation of a scalar
excitation in unitary gauge: our theory then propagates only a spin-2 mode when the scalar satisfies
an unitary gauge.
A more direct way to reach the same result is to make use of the findings around (36), where
we have seen that the identity (21) translates into the conservation of the constraints. Thus, the
model we are considering here has the same number of initial degrees of freedom, and the same
number and type of constraints as GR, therefore it propagates only two degrees of freedom.
C Spherically symmetric solutions with matter fields
In this Appendix we reconsider the first branch of spherically symmetric solutions discussed in
Section 4.2, but we extend our arguments to consider an arbitrary matter sector minimally coupled
to gravity. The action we consider is
S(gµν+φ+matter) =
M2Pl
2
∫
d4x
√−g R + S˜φ +
∫
d4x
√−gLm , (78)
where S˜φ is given in equation (14), and Lm a matter Lagrangian. We have learned in Section 4.2 that
in absence of matter the theory admits a branch of spherically symmetric, stealth configurations
which are physically equivalent to the solutions of Einstein gravity. Here we show that the same
remains true also in presence of matter, as long as there are no direct couplings between matter
and scalar field, as in eq (78). In other words, we show that there is a branch of configurations
where the spherically symmetric solutions of (78) coincide with the ones of the reduced action
S(gµν+matter) =
M2Pl
2
∫
d4x
√−g R +
∫
d4x
√−gLm . (79)
This feature is not unique to our scalar-tensor theory, and has been recently proved to be shared
with vector-tensor solutions [35] in vector-tensor theories of gravity first introduced in [59–61].
The argument goes as follow (see [35] for more details in a very similar set-up). One starts from
a general static spherically symmetric Ansatz for the metric 10,
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + h(r)−1dr2 + 2k(r)dtdr + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θ) , (80)
10We checked that our arguments remain valid also for a more general spherically symmetric time dependent metric
Ansatz.
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and a general spherically symmetric Ansatz for the scalar, φ(t, r). We derive the equations of
motion for the metric components, and for the scalar field associated with action (78). We select
a unitary gauge φ(t, r) = φ0t for the scalar profile, and choose an Ansatz h(r) = 1 for one of the
metric components: this profile for h characterizes the stealth branch of solutions in vacuum, see
eq (53). We find that the scalar field equation automatically vanishes, and the remaining equations
for the metric components f(r), k(r) are completely independent of the scalar, and are the same
equations one would derive from the action (79) by selecting the Ansatz h(r) = 1. This implies
that the spherically symmetric solutions are the same as in GR, as we wish to demonstrate. Within
GR there is no preferred foliation, and one can choose a gauge different from h = 1 by changing
coordinates: nevertheless the physical properties of the solutions are the same in any coordinate
system.
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